
IntroductionIntroduction

•• Solar cycle 24 is living up to predictions as a modest solar maSolar cycle 24 is living up to predictions as a modest solar maxima. However there xima. However there 

have been several active regions that have provided a range of shave been several active regions that have provided a range of space weather effects. pace weather effects. 

•• The most prominent of these at the time of abstract submission The most prominent of these at the time of abstract submission (August 2012) was (August 2012) was 

AR1429 in March 2012. AR1429 in March 2012. 

•• The region was relatively large, peaking at 1270 millionths of The region was relatively large, peaking at 1270 millionths of the solar disc and the solar disc and 

magnetically complex at Macintosh magnetically complex at Macintosh EkcEkc with up to 28 spots. AR1429 produced two with up to 28 spots. AR1429 produced two 

high Mhigh M--class and 3 low Xclass and 3 low X--class flares in early March when it was in the eastern class flares in early March when it was in the eastern 

hemisphere. hemisphere. 

•• Significant shortwave fadeouts resulted from at least one of thSignificant shortwave fadeouts resulted from at least one of the flares with a loss of e flares with a loss of 

HF radio bandwidth. HF radio bandwidth. 

•• Each major flare had an associated coronal mass ejection (CME) Each major flare had an associated coronal mass ejection (CME) with some with some 

Earthward directed component and the potential for Earthward directed component and the potential for geoeffectivenessgeoeffectiveness. . 

•• However the CMEs did not perform as expected, with the 3rd not However the CMEs did not perform as expected, with the 3rd not arriving at Earth, arriving at Earth, 

perhaps being overtaken by the 4th, and the 5th arriving substanperhaps being overtaken by the 4th, and the 5th arriving substantially earlier than tially earlier than 

predicted. predicted. 

•• Geomagnetic Major Storm levels were achieved and significant ioGeomagnetic Major Storm levels were achieved and significant ionospheric nospheric 

disturbances with large global reductions in F2 electron densitidisturbances with large global reductions in F2 electron densities and HF radio es and HF radio 

frequencies. frequencies. 

•• Two solar proton events, moderate and strong, also occurred witTwo solar proton events, moderate and strong, also occurred with potential for h potential for 

spacecraft hazards.spacecraft hazards.
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M/X class flares
X1.1 - March 5  2012  

X1.3 - March 6  2012  

X5.4 - March 7  2012  
M8.4 - March 9 2012  

M7.9 - March 13 2012  
each with associated CME.

Each CME progressively more 
geoeffective as AR rotated 

westwards

#1: X1.1 flare March 5th

CME #2 & 3 

#4: M8.4 flare and SWF  March 9th

Spacecraft hazards.

High energy proton levels

Elevated a few hours after the 

X5 flare and remained elevated

For over a day. Increased chance

of single event upsets (SEUs) 

in electronics.

S4 - severe

S3  - strong

S2 - moderate

S1 - minor

NOAA S scales for >10MeV protons

CME #4 arrival  ~09UT 12th March

CME #4 arrival  ~09UT 12th March

CME #2 arrival  8th March

CME #4 

effect in 

Australian 

Region with 

3 hr K indices.

Initial Bz north 

~09UT then 

south

~11UT causing

some Major 

Storm periods.

Ap index effects of CMEs 1, 2, and 4.  CME #3 absorbed by #2?

CME #4 regional Dst effectEstimated Frequencies for Geomagnetic 

Storms of Different Magnitudes 

Strength of the Storm (nanoTesla) 

Frequency 

> 100 4.6    per   1 year 

> 200 9.4    per   10 years 

> 400 9.73  per   100 years 

> 800 2.86  per   1,000 years 

> 1,600 7.41  per   1,000,000 

Love and Gannon (2009) 

Kp index effects of CMEs 2, and 4. 

First solid Ionospheric scintillation

of cycle 24 in Australian region.

SATCOM effects possible but 

not reported.

S3  - strong

S2 - moderate

S1 - minor

#5: March 13th M7.9 flare – solar proton event – S2

CME #5 predicted arrival 16th March but arrived early at 13UT 15th March

CME #5 

Ionospheric 

effect  

16th March.

Strong mid to 

high latitude

F2 region 

depressions

Low latitude 

enhancements.

•• 1270 millionths of the 1270 millionths of the 

solar disc solar disc 

•• Macintosh magnetic Macintosh magnetic 

complexity class complexity class EkcEkc

•• Up to 28 spots.Up to 28 spots. Shortwave fadeout (SWF) raised 1500km 

path ALF from 5 to 14MHz

#2 &3: X5.4 and X1.3 flares and SWF  

March 6-7th

Proton event edged to S1 level

Long tail on x-ray flares characteristic of 

CME launch – possibly two convolved into 

CMEs #2 & 3

N

S1

X1.3 Shortwave fadeout raised 1500km 

path ALF from 5 to 14MHz

CME #1 

NOAA SWPC ENLIL prediction

Type II radio burst characteristic of CME launch – CME #4

Vsw data outage – jump not physical

CME #2 arrived 11UT 8th March (previous to this plot). 

Geomagnetic Storm effect was initially muted by  northwards component in the 

CME magnetic field, re-started by southward Bz (A) and shut off by northward at 

04UT on the 9th (B). But IMF Bz then turned strongly south ~05UT on the 9th (C), 

ramping up geomagnetic response.

(B) (C)
(A)

Vsw jump and density drop after the Bz changes

Local geomagnetic response in Australia peaked at 

Major Storm ~10UT 9th March due to strong southward 

Bz. Stronger than initial CME.

3 hour local K index
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